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A small fraction of Hungarians
avoid doing harm to animals.
An even tinier fraction cook for
the former, and make money
by doing so.
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BUSINESS VEGANS

A start-up free
of everything
Vegan, GMO-, gluten- and lactosefree protein powder – there is a
growing demand for it, and it has
been first produced by Hungarians.
They have already gone international,
and they would conquer the U.S. in
two years’ time.

A

t CEU Business School’s startup incubator, I am greeted
by two young men in suits –
Tamás Nagy and Marci Oláh
– and on the table, white boxes
of a pure design, unlike those bright-colored
plastic bottles we are used to in the case of
food supplements. And yet that is what the
boxes contain: Absorice, their product also
consumable by vegans and persons with food
allergies.
In 2010 Tamás and Marci were enjoying
their Erasmus scholarship together in
Barcelona; they were frequent visitors
of the gym, where they actually began
to brainstorm about this enterprise. “It
seemed like an excellent opportunity; it was
totally innovative – nowhere did they sell
this kind of rice protein in Europe,” Tamás
says. Affected by food allergy himself,
Tamás could not consume the usual protein
supplements made of whey to complete his
work-out routine. That is how they had the
idea to create an everything-free product.
In Absorice they have replaced animal
proteins by vegetable proteins, so it can
also be consumed by lactose intolerants
and vegans. They have omitted soya, and it
does not contain any genetically modified
components or gluten, either. They flavor
the originally bad tasting protein, but use
stevia instead of sugar. “Due to their amino
acid composition, neither rice protein, nor
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Marci Oláh and
Tamás Nagy

pea protein in itself can be considered
it is not something you would happily eat
a complete protein source, but mixed in
a thousand times. As for me, I do eat it a
the appropriate ratio, the two complete
thousand times because I’m biased. But
each other very well. That was the basic
more importantly, no one in the world has
idea,” Marci affirms. They were the first
been able to manufacture it apart from
to manufacture such a product, so much
us,” Tamás says. Not by accident. They had
so that the notion of rice protein had not
to experiment with balance a lot before
even figured in the Codex
they could come up with a
Alimentarius.
product that does not go off
In terms of marketing, they
too fast, which is edible, and
ABSORICE
shot for the stars immediately.
which can be manufactured
HUNGARY
“We wanted Absorice to be
by confectionary industry
KFT.
identified with rice protein.
equipment even when the usual
But we realized that if you
ingredients are left out.
OWNERS:
don’t have several hundreds
“We went to the factory,
Széchenyi Capital
Investment Fund, Tamás
of million dollars behind you
rented a production day with
Péter Nagy, Márton
that you can spray over the
staff, we put on a hairnet and
Oláh and the owners of
population of the planet for
everything, we dressed up like
minority interests
marketing purposes, it’s a
scientists in the commercials.
YEAR OF FOUNDATION:
2012
tough case,” Marci chuckles.
We instructed the staff: we
CAPITAL INVESTED:
They did not do any market
had the recipe, so we took
30 million forints
research; they just jumped
a whole bunch of materials
TURNOVER (2016):
73.5 million forints
right into the middle of
there, and they started to do
EARNINGS AFTER TAX
things. They had one ton of
it and everybody was very
(2016):
their product manufactured,
enthusiastic. Then the machine
−5 million forints
enough to satisfy a thousand
got jammed. You can already
customers, and they tried to
taste victory in your mouth, and
sell it. It worked. Based on
all of a sudden, you hear some
the results, they started to
awful creaking and screeching
look for an investor. Finally, they received
and brouhaha,” Marci recalls the
a 30-million investment from Széchenyi
hardships. Finally, the idea took one year to
Capital Investment Fund (SZTA) in Auturn into a new product. Their competitive
gust 2014, and they have been expanding
edge also comes from production
ever since. They are present abroad as
technology: since within the food industry,
well, albeit not with their own brand – but
the ingredients must be documented on the
as a so-called white label product – from
products, it is extremely difficult to have
Germany to Greece.
anything patented.
They order basic materials only from
As they feel that there is a growing
Europe, which is more expensive, but also
number of vegans and persons affected by
more reliable than purchasing them from
food allergies, and trend followers are quite
China. Stevia used as a sweetener is also
numerous, too, they have their eyes set on
quite costly, so they adjust their prices to
massive expansion, and are already looking
the premium products made from whey
for a new investor for that. “Next year
protein. The 0.5 kg chocolate-flavored rice
Europe, two years from now America.
protein, for instance, which can be ordered
That’s about the world with that line; we
from their website, costs 4,550 forints.
have absolutely no idea about China or
By now their pull product has become
India,” Tamás says about their plans. F
Absobar, which is also an animal protein-, soya-, gluten- and GMO-free protein bar, and this year it will take the lead
in terms of sales revenues as well. “Its
flavor is just above the acceptable level;
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